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                                              Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory (14 � 1 = 14)
                                             Answer ONE question from each unit (4 � 14 = 56)

Q1) a) What are the essential parts of an electro-mechanical conversion system?
b) What is compensating winding?
c) What is the location of interpole?
d) What type of generator can be expected to have no-load voltage and full load voltage

to be same.
e) Why the motors are not operated to develop maximum power in practice?
f) Brushes in a dc motor are given a back ward shift why?
g) Why commutator is needed in dc machine?
h) How the eddy current losses will be reduced?
i) Why do copper losses occur in a dc machine?
j) What is the main drawback of Brake test?
k) What is reactance emf in dc machine?
l) What is Armature reaction?
m) Why is a dc series generator not suitable for general electric supply?
n) What is the critical speed in DC Shunt Generator?

UNIT - I

Q2) a) Define energy & co-energy and explain how the torque expression for an electro
mechanical energy conversion is derived from these.

b) Discuss the sources of magnetic materials Also discuss their properties.
OR

Q3) a) What is eddy current losses and How they can be reduced?
b) Calculate the loss of energy caused by hysteresis is one hour in 50kg of iron if the

peak flux density reached is 1.3T (wb/m2) and the frequency is 25Hz. Assume stenmetz
co-efficient as 628J/m3 and density of iron as 7.8 � 103 kg/m3. What will be the area of
B-H curve of this specimen if 1cm = 12.5 AT/m and 1cm = 0.15 (wb/m2)?

UNIT - II

Q4) a) Define : Pole Pitch, front Pitch, back Pitch, resultant Pitch, average Pitch and commutator
Pitch. Illustrate them with the help of neat sketches.
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b) The Armature of an 8-pole d.c generator has 960 conductors and runs at 400 rpm. The

flux per pole is 40m wb.
i) Calculate the induced emf, if the Armature is lapwound.
ii) At what speed should it be driven to generate 400v, if the Armature were wave-

connected.
OR

Q5) a) Draw external characteristics of dc separately excited and shunt excited generators
and explain more drooping in nature in one over other with proper reasoning.

b) A 440 v dc compound generator has an armature, series field, and shunt field resistances
of 0.5, 1.0, and 200 ohms respectively. Calculate the generated voltage while delivering
40A to external circuit for both long shunt and short-shunt connection.

UNIT - III

Q6) a) Draws the Speed - Torque characteristics of
i) dc shunt motor.
ii) dc series motor.

b) Two shunt generator operating in parallel give a total out put of 603A. One machine
has an armature resistance of 0.02Ω  and generated voltage of 455v and the other has

an armature resistance of 0.025Ω  and a generated voltage of 460v. Calculate the
terminal voltage and the kw out put of each machine.

OR
Q7) a) What is meant by braking of dc motors? Describe, briefly, the various methods of

braking of dc shunt motors.
b) A 440V dc shunt motor has a no-load (I

o
 = 0) speed of 2,000 rpm. It is running at 1000

rpm at full-load torque, reduced Armature voltage and full field. If load torque is
reduced to 50% of rated value with armature voltage and field voltage held constant at
previous values, the speed increases to 1.050 rpm find the Armature voltage drop at
full load. Neglect effect of Armature reaction.

UNIT - IV

Q8) a) Give an account of the losses which occur in a dc machine and explain how these
losses vary with load and speed.

b) A 250 v 12.5 kw dc shunt motor takes 4A and runs at 1000 rpm On no-load. Its

Armature and field resistances are 0.5Ω  & 250Ω  respectively. Calculate its efficiency
when delivering full load out put.

OR
Q9) a) Write short notes on the following:

i) Barke test on dc shunt motor.
ii) Field test for DC series machine.
iii) Hopkinson’s test on Dc machine.

b) A 500 volts DC shunt motor takes 4A at no-load. Its Armature resistance is 0.2 ohms
& the field current is 1 Amp estimate the out put and efficiency of motor when the
input current is 100 Amps.
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                                              Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory (14 � 1 = 14)
                                             Answer ONE question from each unit (4 � 14 = 56)

Q1) a) What is the significance of co-energy?
b) What is the application of feming’s Right hand rule?
c) What is magnetic hysteresis?
d) What is magnetization curve?
e) What is the function of Brushes in dc machine?
f) How the Hysteresis losses can be reduced?
g) Why is it desirable that the generators operating in parallel should have the same

voltage regulation?
h) Why it is necessary to operate generators in parallel for supply of power?
i) When a dc motor produces maximum Output Power?
j) What is meant by the term speed regulation?
k) Why the shaft torque is always less than that developed by the armature of a dc motor?
l) What is the difference between cumulative compound and differential compound

wound motors?
m) Why should a dc series motor not be run with-out load?
n) What is plugging?

UNIT - I

Q2) a) Discuss the electrical and magnetic properties of materials.
b) The flux in a magnetic core is alternating sinusoidally at a frequency of 600 Hz. The

maximum flux density is 2 Tesla and the eddy current loss is 15 watts. Find the eddy
current loss in the core if the frequency is raised to 800Hz and the maximum flux
density is reduced to 1.5 Tesla.

OR
Q3) a) Explain Different types of losses occuring in magnetic materials.

b) The hysteresis loop of a sample of shut steel subjected to a maximum flux density of
1.3wb/m2 has an area of 93cm2, the scales being 1cm = 0.1 wb/m2 an 1cm = 50AT/m.
Calculate the hysteresis loss in watts when 1,500 cm3 of the same material is subjected
to an alternating flux of 1.3 wb/m2  peak value of a frequency of 65Hz.

UNIT - II

Q4) a) What are the types of Armature winding for DC machine? Explain the essential
difference between them and give their advantages, disadvantages and applications.
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b) Determine the number of turns on each commutating pole of a 6-pole machine if the

flux density in the air gap of the commutator pole is 0.5 wb/m2 at full load and the
effective length of the air gap is 4mm. The full load current is 500A and the armature
is lap wound with 540 conductors. Assume the number of ampere-turns required for
the remainder of the magnetic circuit to be one-tenth of that of the air-gap.

OR
Q5) a) How demagnetizing and cross-magnetizing ampere turns per pole are calculated in a

dc machine?
b) Determine the Reactance voltage for a dc machine having the datas given below:

Self inductance of coil = 0.15 mH,
Current per conductor = 40A,
Brush Width = 3 Commutator Segments;
Number of commutator segments = 50;
Speed = 600 rpm.

UNIT - III

Q6) a) Explain how shunt generator work in parallel and how they share the load?
b) A 120 v dc shunt motor has an armature resistance of 0.2Ω  and a field resistance of

60Ω  . The full load line current is 60A and full-load speed is 1800 rpm. If the Brush
contact drop is 3v, find the speed of the motor at half load.

OR
Q7) a) Explain the Armature reaction in dc motor, indicating also few remedies to its adverse

effects.
b) A series motor takes 20A at 400v and runs at 250 rpm. The Armature resistance is

0.6Ω  and the filed resistance 0.4Ω . The torque required by the device varies on the
square of the speed. Find the applied voltage & current to run the device at 350 rpm.

UNIT - IV

Q8) a) Explain the Swin burnis test to determine the no-load losses of a dc machine. What are
the limitations of this test?

b) In the Hopkinsons test on two identical shunt machines the following readings were
Obtained.
Line current = 49.4 A; line voltage = 460 volts;
Motor Armature Current = 300A;
Field currents = 5 Amps & 4.4 Amps.
Armature resistance of each machine = 0.05 ohms
Calculate the efficiency of the each machine.

OR
Q9) a) Mention the factors on which the hysteresis loss and eddy current loss in the Armature

of a dc machine depends. How these losses are reduced.
b) A 500 volts, 25hp dc shunt motor takes 2.4 Amps while running light. The field and

Armature resistances are 650 ohms & 0.57 ohms respectively. Calculate full load
efficiency assuming a brush drop of 2 volts.
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